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ART. IX.—The Tri-Ratna. By FREDERIC PINCOTT, M.R.A.S.

IN the very valuable paper on " Early Buddhist Symbolism "
contributed to the July issue of the Journal by Mr. Sewell,
we have many interesting statements showing the possible
influence of the West upon Indian symbolism. These,
however, do not, to my mind, lead to the conclusion
Mr. Sewell desires to establish; and, in fact, he contents
himself with the assertion that the swastika is emblematic of
sun-motion, that the chakra represents the sun, and that the
tri'sula "is nothing more nor less than a conventionalized
scarab—a sun-emblem." The first two assertions seem to
have been considered self-evident; but, in support of the
last, several remarkable coincidences are brought together.

In my opinion, the difficulty in understanding these
symbols arises from looking too far afield for an explanation.
We may take it as a rule that all old symbols were intended
to represent simple ideas, which in the course of time lost
their original meaning, and assumed technical or mystical
import. It is safe to conclude that Buddhistic emblems form
no exception to this general rule. It is needful to bear
in mind, also, that there are two Buddhas and two
Buddhisms,—the one is the real reformer and the doctrines
which he preached; and the other is the imaginary pre-
existent omnipotent being, with his endless co-equal repeti-
tions, and the complicated speculations to which he and they
stand sponsor. Enquirers who rest entirely upon the ideas
of modern Buddhists, and on the Vaipulya-Sutras, will be
carried into the realms of imaginary antiquity with its
cycles of Buddhas and Bodhisattwas, inculcating crudities
and profundities, that may as well be deduced from the sun,
or the moon, or from any other equally remote source. We
should steadily keep before our minds the fact that the
Buddha who gave rise to all this wonderment was a
Rationalist of very pronounced type, who set his face
against metaphysical speculation. His object was to draw
his countrymen away from idle dreaming, and to teach
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THE TBI-BATtfA. 239

them to concentrate their efforts on the practical duties of
life. This is clearly seen by the authoritative words of the
rock-cut and pillar inscriptions, by the incidental statements
of old Hindu plays, by the express assertion of the Vishnu-
Purana, and even by a discriminative reading of Buddhist
literature itself. This being so, we may be sure that all
really Buddhistic emblems originated in simple, rational, and
practical ideas.

This historical Buddha, as is well known, accepted the
prevailing opinions of his compatriots on a variety of subjects
which did not conflict with his own leading ideas. He seems
to have held the Agnostic view of personal Deity, which left
his followers to branch off into two sects, one theistic, the
other atheistic. He accepted the notion of a future state,
but left its nature undefined ; deeming it sufficient that man-
kind should know how the lamp of life was to be blown out
(Nirvana). His reticence on this point has caused all the
curious inquiries of succeeding generations as to what he
desired us to understand by Nirvana. He did not invent, he
accepted the theory of metempsj'chosis. He saw that births
and deaths were continually taking place; and as "misery"
arising from " desire " reigns supreme in life, the only way
to attain beatitude seemed to be to strip the living prin-
ciple of "desire," until perfect apathy stopped its vital
functions. Buddha seems to have wished to induce his
countrymen to abandon traditional dogmas based on
revelation, and to accept instead thereof reason as the
efficient guide in matters of faith. Reason, he held,
teaches us that a pure moral life produces happiness
in this world; and, by subjugating desire, destroys all
wish for life and the things of sense, and thus accomplishes
the Nirvana or cessation of transmigratory births. The
Parinirtana-Sutra shows that Buddhism carefully abstained
from describing Nirvana with any definiteness; and the
same book makes Buddha say that he " entangles himself
with no such questions . . . . What I deal with are the
questions of sorrow, accumulation, extinction, and the way.
I explain and analyse these truths: here is my field
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240 THE TRI-RATNA.

of speculation; therefore I exclude and ignore all other
questions, all preferences, or questions about transmigrations
or idle and vain questions. I devote myself wholly to moral
culture, so as to arrive at the highest condition of Moral
Rest."1 A man whose purpose in life can be thus stated
by his disciples is not likely to be connected with solar
myths.

Starting from a rational basis, it is not difficult to explain,
the emblems found in Buddhist sculpture. And the very
first remark I have to make destroys all chance of connecting
the Trisula with the sacred scarab. The Trisula is the three-
pronged object on the top of the illustrations in the paper
of Mr. Sewell on which I am commenting. It is a term
never applied to the circular object found underneath it. The
two objects are totally distinct, and are often represented
separately in different places, and for different purposes.
This could never be the case if they formed parts of one
object; for there is no sense in depicting the front claws
of a scarab on one building, and his headless trunk on
another. Furthermore, when the two objects are placed
together, they are seen to be two separate things one
over the other, and not always in the same order, for
sometimes the Circle is above the Trisula. This annihilates
the scarab theory, but leaves the origin of the symbol still
open to question; I, therefore, add my explanation of the
symbols to which Mr. Sewell has called attention.

The Chakra is the " circle " or " wheel," symbolizing the
endless revolutions of births and deaths; also the eternity
of truth, the complete " circle" of the law, the progressive
character of the faith, and the universal predominance of its
power. The Chakra was a well-known symbol expressing
universal sovereignty, and was applied to many Indian Rajas
who were styled chakravdrtin under the assumption that the
" wheels " of their chariots could revolve everywhere without
obstruction. Nothing could be more apt than to speak
of Buddha (who was of royal race) and his Law as

1 Rev. S. Beal's Catena, p. 183.
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THE TEI-EATNA. 241

chakravdrtl or universal, and to depict it in sculpture
as a wheel. The common Buddhist expression for prayer
and preaching is " to turn the wheel of the Law," that
is to say, to spread the truth, and to give currency to the
views of the Tathagata. This expression is sufficient of itself
to explain the symbol, and to strip it of all allusion to
the Sun.

A circular object was also a very complete symbol for
Buddhism from another point of view ; because, when filled
with petals instead of spokes, it represented the Lotos, a
flower which, from its calmly reposing on the water and
from peculiarities in its growth, beautifully symbolizes both
the endless cycle of births and deaths, and the still repose
of Nirvana. This, indeed, is the most common form which
the circular emblem assumes in Buddhism; and the special
connection of the Lotos with this creed is expressed in the
sacred formula " Om ! mani padme hiim !" " The jewel
(is) the lotos," a phrase of special significance in all ages
and in all lands professing Buddhism. This object, as was
long ago pointed out in the Journal of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal (vol. iv. p. 131), was "the emblem always borne by
a Chakravarti Eaja, and a fortiori by Buddha." Thus,
whether we regard the circular symbol as a "Wheel or as a
Lotos, it is equally expressive of the well-known dogmas
of Buddhism.

The Trisula is an emblem of enormous importance to
Buddhism, as is seen by its universal diffusion in all ages
and in all places, and by the remarkable prominence always
given to it. Look where we will on Buddhistic work, there
we find this seal impressed. It caps pillars, it sits on
thrones, it is carried aloft on standards, it is impressed
on coins, and it adorns monuments in the greatest profusion.
At Sanchl this singular device forms the most striking
object in the whole building; and at Amravati countless
representations of it are adorned with the richest ornamen-
tation. It is clear, therefore, that it must represent some
idea of universal acceptance among Buddhists; and some
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242 THE TRI-tUTtfA.

idea, also, of pre-eminent importance to the professsor of
that religion.

If we examine this symbol apart from the circular object
on which it is so often mounted, we shall see that it is shaped
exactly like the old Indian letter J[, y. No amount of
floriation materially alters its shape ; the two arms are, at
times, forked, or tridented, or floriated; the central stem
may be shortened or almost disappear; but, in despite of
all such changes, its original character is never lost, it
remains a Y throughout.

We have now to see whether the history of Buddhism
furnishes us with any watchword or expression which might
fairly be held to render the letter Y a recognizable sign of
that faith, sufficiently distinctive to stamp anything on
which it might be found as Buddhistic. There is such a
formula in the celebrated phrase beginning Ye Dharmd.
This formula is now, and always has been, the shibboleth
of Buddhism, the great confession of faith, daily and hourly
repeated by every member of that community. The sentence
Ye Dharma, etc., was considered the quintessence of all
doctrine, the expression of the four truths, the perfect
exposition of the faith, the recognition of the saving power
of Dharma, and of the exalted wisdom of the Tathagata.
These facts seem to me naturally and satisfactorily to explain
why the letter Y was used to symbolize Dharma, or the
doctrines of Buddha, and why it so frequently recurs on
all Buddhistic monuments. There being no personal Deity
in early Buddhism, and Dharma, or the Law, being a life
of virtue and benevolence, it is clearly impossible to invest
it with outward shape for the purpose of depicting it in
plastic art. "When, therefore, it became desirable to repre-
sent the Faith in sculpture, what could better serve the
purpose than the first, or most prominent, word of the sacred
formula which was held to give full expression to it, more
especially when that word consisted of a single consonant ?

But we need not depend solely on reasoning for the
ultimate decision; because the sculptures at Amravati hare
representations of wheels with the letter ^attached round the
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periphery. These can only be intended to represent praying-
wheels, with the Ye Dharmd attached to them, in the way
now daily practised in all parts of the present Buddhistic
area. One example in illustration is here given, in which a
devotee is standing by, evidently receiving the benefit of the
revolving prayers, indicated by the Ye Dharmd on slips of
paper attached to the edge of the wheel.

Another discovery results from the recognition of this
letter Y as the Ye Dharmd and the emblem of the Law ; for
it enables us to recognize the object so frequently spoken of
in Buddhist literature as the Tri-Ratna. This is known to
mean Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha conjoined; but the
command to "worship the Chaitya and the Tri-Ratna"
implies that the latter had some sculptural form to which
adoration could be paid. Just such an object is met with in
great profusion in all Buddhist remains, consisting of the
Trisula, the Chakra, and a supporting stem or stand, often
terminating in an impression of the Sacred Feet of Buddha.
Any student of Buddhism will instantly recognize the
object of which I am speaking, and will be aware of the
prominence accorded to it in Buddhistic art. I t is constantly
found on both sides of doorways, or mounted on thrones as
a special1 object of adoration. The stem on which the
Chakra and Trisula rest is often represented as the trunk
of a tree, from which protrude short branches from top to
bottom, on which are conventional leaves, and, at times, also
necklaces of jewels.
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244 THE TEI-EATKA.

This combination is certainly intended to represent the
Tri-Eatna—the Trisula representing Dharma, the Chakra
representing Buddha, and the stem with its leaves repre-
senting Sangha, the congregation of the faithful—the
whole blended into one figure, of which Dharma is the
head, Buddha is the body and heart, and Sangha is the
limbs, terminating in the Sacred Feet.

But I must here point out another circumstance, viz.
that, instead of a tree-like stem, the Chakra and Trisula
at times rest upon parallelograms, as may be seen in Mr.
Sewell's illustrations, Figures 1 and 15 ; and it is not a little
remarkable that these parallelograms are, I believe, always
four in number, almost obviously intended to symbolize the
Four Castes. The Sangha, or congregation, consisted of
members of each of the castes ; for all caste distinctions were
abrogated by the Law of Buddha. A curious confirmation
of this explanation is found in the figures of Jagannath, the
bodies of which rest upon four upright stems, as though
intended to symbolize that, under that form of the faith, the
castes are co-ordinate, none being superior or inferior to the
others.

From the foregoing facts it seems to me clear that the
Trisula is simply the letter F, symbolizing the formula Ye
Dharmd, or the Buddhistic faith; and that, in combination
with the Chakra (symbolical of Buddha, and the universality
of his dominion), supported by the objects representing the
four castes, or Sangha, constituted the Tri-Ratna so con-
stantly spoken of in Buddhist books. This gives a precise
and natural explanation of the figure on the gateways at
Sanchi, shown by Mr. Sewell in his Fig. 15. I t is, in
reality, the Tri-Ratna, or combination of Dharma, Buddha,
and Sangha, so passionately extolled by ancient Buddhists
as an object of adoration, and hence placed in the most
conspicuous position by the architects of the building.

The emblem which remains to be spoken of is the
Swastika; and it will strip this of much superstition to
remark that it is so called from the Sanskrit prefix su 'good,'
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' excellent,' and the verbal form asti ' existing,' followed
by the adjectival affix ha. I t may be taken to mean, literally,
" excellently-existent," or " what exists perfectly " ; and is
used as a substantive implying benediction or good fortune.
It is a kind of antithet to ndsti/ca 'non-existent,' which,
as a substantive, means an atheist. The Swastika was
impressed upon objects as a mark of good fortune; but it
was a symbol of special sanctity in the estimation of
Buddhists, for it is not infrequently represented in the
position of greatest honour on the seat of a throne, with, in
some cases, adoring devotees around.

I t deserves notice that the arms of the Swastika symbol do
not always point in the same direction. They point to the
right or left with seeming indifference, many being shaped
thus LC, and others in the reverse direction, thus 3 J . The
lines are not always angular, sometimes they are rounded ;
others again consist of a plain cross with four added
ornaments; while others consist of a complicated arrangement
of intertwining lines, departing widely from what is taken
to be the primitive type. When resting on a throne it is
constantly depicted as a kind of cake, like our " hot-cross-
buns," thus ^ ^ . These peculiarities, to which attention

has never, that I am aware, been drawn, militate against the
idea that this symbol represents the motion of the Sun; for
the sun is not likely to have been depicted as revolving in
opposite directions, or as getting into a complicated whirl.

This curious object, in reality, represents simply a given
space divided into four equal parts, united in the centre;
and this suggests a metaphorical combination of the four
castes united in a common society, the bent divisional arms
of which appear to indicate revolution or recurrence, i.e. the
endless revolution of recurring births and deaths. When
looked at carefully, each side, as it revolves, suggests the
figure of the Trisula, the emblem of Dharma, while the
whole circulating object represents the Chakra or Buddha;
and the four compartments depict the four castes or Sangha.
Thus this venerated symbol presents us with the most
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246 THE TRI-RATNA.

condensed form of the Tri-Ratna ; and ascribing to it that
meaning, we have a full and satisfactory explanation of its
wide diffusion over every district to which Buddhism
penetrated. It is quite possible that this distinctly Buddhist
emblem may have an accidental resemblance to some other
object venerated by other nations; but before any real
relationship can be claimed, the various distinguishing
features of each should be carefully noted and compared,
and the probability of borrowing should be reasonably
ascertained. The figure is a very simple one, not requiring
much skill to invent, and might well have suggested itself
to many people to represent many different ideas. I may
mention that the old Indian letters SUSTK, the essential
characters of Sustaka, the Pali form of the word, when
superposed as a monogram, form a symbol exactly like the
Swastika emblem. It may, therefore, like the Trisula, be
merely a monogram.

Whatever may be thought of my attempt to rationalize
the Swastika mark, it seems to me perfectly clear (from an
examination of hundreds of specimens, and after considering
all that Maissey, Cunningham, Prinsep, Wilson, Burnouf, and
Fergusson have said on the subject) that the Trisula is the
letter Y, monogramatically depicting the Ye Dharmd; and
that the Chakra symbolized the revolutions of birth and
death, and the universality of the dominion of Buddha's
religion. Such explanations are not only reasonable in
themselves, and in precise accord with the ideas ascribed to
Sakya Muni, but they fully account for the important
positions accorded to these emblems in sculpture, and for
their combination as the so-called Tri-Ratna, or their separa-
tion into individual symbols on coins, etc.

Although differing from Mr. Sewell in the powers I would
ascribe to the symbols of Buddhism, I gladly recognize the
value and research of Mr. Sewell's paper. The sincerity and
modesty his paper exhibits lead me to think that he will
welcome any suggestions tending to elucidate a subject in
which he evidently takes deep interest.
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